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Book Review 

Pam Hackbart-Dean and Elizabeth Slomba. How to Manage Processing in Archives and 

Special Collections. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2012. 147p. ISBN 1931666431.   

Reviewed by Aisha Baptiste. 

How to Manage Processing in Archives and Special Collections is a comprehensive training 

manual and guide for learning and teaching about the management of the most technical aspect 

of special collections work.  The authors state that processing management involves “developing 

policies about priorities, instituting workflows and strategies, monitoring preservation concerns, 

adopting standards, incorporating innovations, training staff, and evaluating statistics, metrics, 

and assessment”(iii)  The book is an effective tool for mapping out and customizing processing 

plans for any archive or special collections department regardless of size or geographic location. 

Early in the reading, Hackbart-Dean and Slomba emphasize that the study addresses almost 

every possible shortcoming or constraints one may face in the archival world when attempting to 

implement a processing program.  This is quite evident when they stated: 

During evaluation and assessment (and perhaps before), you will identify problems and 

continuing issues.  Staff may not be at the level they need to be.  The money may not be 

there.   The space might not be there.  The systems people may lose your phone number, 

the web developer may become upset with the EAD finding aids, and the cataloger may 

not understand cataloging manuscript collection. (p.9). 

This excerpt resonates because Caribbean archives and special collections are no strangers to the 

everyday challenges mentioned. Throughout the book practical solutions have been presented 

which can mitigate against some of these issues. Among these solutions are the well-defined 

steps involved in constructing a Processing Program. 

There was then a smooth flow into the chapter on Processing Priorities. The authors identified at 

least sixteen factors which may be considered when determining priorities. These ranged from an 

archive’s collection development policy, institutional priorities, staffing, and size of the 

collection to preservation risks.  Various strategies were also detailed to aid the prioritization 

process. 

The most substantial chapter of the book was on the actual management of processing 

collections.  This process began with the initial acquisition of the collection, accessioning, 
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preprocessing, arrangement, preservation, description, publishing and administration. The 

flowchart on pages 26-27 is an added bonus as it can be adopted for any institution or serve as a 

teaching tool to explain the processes involved in the management of special collections. A 

variety of relevant strategies and techniques were discussed in relation to the entire procedure in 

the latter half of that chapter including guidance on working with electronic files which come in 

as part of a collection. 

Pertinent issues were also addressed in the management of archives and the processing of 

collections.  For instance there was a segment devoted to integrating preservation as a critical 

facet of archival management and processing.  The role of technology and its impact on archival 

description, standards and innovation with respect to EAD (Encoded Archival Description), web-

based finding aids and the issue of web 2.0 and processing are thoroughly examined.   

The  very sensitive topic “More Product, Less Process” (MPLP) which was a model developed 

by Mark Greene and Dennis Meissner in 2005 was highlighted in chapters 1, 4 and  Hackbart-

Dean and Slomba’s bibliographic essay which dealt with a wide range of literature on 

processing.  MPLP allows a researcher to gain quicker access to a collection that is partially 

processed.  A table designed by Janet Hauck which displayed the pros and cons of traditional 

processing and MPLP was used to make it easier for one to strike a balance between both 

methods. 

The last two chapters cover the training and management of various levels of processing staff 

which includes student assistants, interns, volunteers, paraprofessionals and professionals.  This 

gives great insight into staff training and development in archival procedures.  Finally evaluation 

and assessment in terms of statistical data and metrics are used to help determine or measure 

one’s success. 

It must also be noted that the book is furnished with informative photographs of various aspects 

of processing in archival settings and numerous samples of spreadsheets, processing plans and 

relevant diagrams in the appendices and throughout. 

Therefore, if one’s aim is to standardize the procedures for managing and processing archives 

and special collections and setting a world class benchmark, this text is highly recommended. 

 

 

 


